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The identification of R4n with Q’ (n-dimensional quaternionic space) permits
the definition of a fixed-poi.nt-free action of S S(1) on V4n.k the Stiefel
manifold of l frames in 4n-space. The orbit space QV4,.k has the following
property" If X is a finite complex and a symplectic line bundle over X, then
n (Whitney sum) has k linearly independent real sections iff there exists a
map 1: X ----> QV,,,. such that 1"’0 vhere o represents the symplectic line
bundle over QV,,. associated to the S fibering V,,. --> QV,,,.,.

1. Preliminaries. We first establish notation to be used throughout the
paper, and then state some useful preliminaries.
We will use RE(xi yi i I) to denote the exterior algebr over a ring R

with generators x y in degree i, and will use V(Xl x) to denote the
commutative associative algebra over Z2 with generators x, x such that
the monomials xl x, e 0, 1, form an additive basis. C. denotes

H*(;Z) H*( G), shortenedto p forG Z. Let J., denote the set
of a.ll integers j such that (greatest integer in ((4n k)/2) < j < 2n. Let
denote the least element of J., and 2n 1. We write H*(QP)
Z[], H*(CP) Z[], K*(QP) Z[[z]], K*(CP) Z[[y]].
We will use the description of H*(V,.,) given in [9]. (1.1) H*(V,., Z)

V(x,_, x,_) where the subscript denotes degree, nd H*(V,., Z) is
generated by the free classes ,_,, ,_, y,_ for j J..,, with ,_, omitted
for odd k, nd the 2-torsion classes u,.,, P for s, t, j J., and s < t. Mod 2
reduction is given.by P2(i) Xi, P(Yi-) x2ix2i-1 x4i-1, P(Pi) x2i
and p(u,.) x2,x2-1 + x2,-lX.

Now consider the fibration V. E.(= S X s. V.) QP induced
from the fibration V. BSO(4n k) BSO(4n) by the composition
r o c o n classifying the n-fold sum of the Hopf bundle v over QP regarded
as a real vector bundle. By construction E. is the classifying space for
finding k real sections of the n-fold sum of a symplectic line bundle over a
finite-dimensional complex. The method of [11] gives: Proposition (1.2). The
spaces QV,, and S X s. V, have the same homotopy type and the natural
projection i: V. QV. can be identified with the inclusion.

This identification will be implicitly used throughout the paper.
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